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OUR BRAND
Fiber Freaks has provided high-quality innovative wicking
materials since 2014. Our products are the results of months
of research in collaboration with scientists, health care specialists, manufacturers, and engineers specialised in fibres.
In partnership with the engineers of our laboratory, we are
continuously developing our range of products and searching
for innovative solutions.

All of our products are designed and manufactured in Europe !

PROSPECTIVE
To offer a range of products
that match closely to a wide
variety of vaping systems and
vapers’ tastes.

DEVELOPMENT
To promote the use of rebuildables omponents by offering
easy-to-use products that are
pleasant to handle.

RESPECT
To anticipate and promote the
adoption of appropriate health
regulations.

QUALITY
To offer products developed
by vapers for vapers, focusing
on their specific requirements.

ORIGINAL

ORIGINAL Wicks

RANGE

Our top of the range cellulose is food-grade and ultra-pure,
providing a clear representation of your flavours, it acts as a sort of
flavour enhancer across the range of nuances. Very high-temperature-resistant our original range is perfect for high wattages.

Density n°01 XL bags
Economy size bags of 16 Original Strips.
Perfect for advanced users.

The pre-cut wicks are suitable for coils of 2 to 2.5 mm.
They allow beginners to make their initial coil building
more simply and experts will appreciate a rapid placement in order to obtain a consistent rendering.
It is an ideal format for convenient and practical use.

ORIGINAL Density n°01
The material is airy and is torn by hand in the direction
of the fibre (shown on the back of the pack) before
being rolled to form a wick. The cellulose fibre does
not swell when soaked.
For a perfect dosage, make sure that the wick resists
slightly when it is placed in the coil.

Density n°01 can be used in any atomizer but is mainly appreciated in drippers.

Density n°02 XL bags

ORIGINAL Density n°02

Economy size bags of 16 Original Pads.

The material is dense. It is cut with scissors in the
direction of the fibre (shown on the back of the pack).

Perfect for advanced users.

Density n°02 can be used in any atomizer but is mainly appreciated in tanks.

For a perfect dosage, cut a strip about 3 times the
diameter of your coil and make sure that it resists
slightly when you put it in place.

COTTON BLEND

RANGE

The organic cotton we use has been purified in order to provide a neutral taste. When combined with our cellulose, which gives our cotton
blend its strength as well as improving overal performance, it allows
you to experience more nuances flavours. A rounder, creamier mouthfeel, the perfect union to discover the subtleties of your e-liquids.

COtton blend Wicks
The pre-cut wicks are suitable for coils of 2 to 2.5 mm.
They allow beginners to make their initial coil building more simply and experts will appreciate a rapid
placement in order to obtain a consistent rendering.
It is an ideal format for convenient and practical use.

Density n°01 XL bags

Cotton Blend Density n°01

Economy size bags of
16 Cotton Blend Strips.

The material is airy and is torn by hand in the
direction of the fibre (shown on the back of the pack)
before being rolled to form a wick. The cotton blend
swells very slightly when soaked.

Perfect for advanced users.

For a perfect dosage, make sure that the wick
resists slightly when it is placed in the coil.
Density n°01 can be used in any atomizer but is mainly appreciated in drippers.

Density n°02 XL bags

cotton blend Density n°02

Economy size bags of
16 Cotton Blend Pads.

The material is dense. It is cut with scissors in the
direction of the fibre (shown on the back of the pack).

Perfect for advanced users.

For a perfect dosage, cut a strip about 3 times the
diameter of your coil and make sure that it resists
slightly when you put it in place.

Density n°02 can be used in any atomizer but is mainly appreciated in tanks.

OUR HISTORY
” MADE BY VAPERS FOR VAPERS ! “

Back in November 2013, new ways of coiling were increasingly
popular in the French vaping community. Silica wicks were losing
popularity in favour of other materials. Florent (alias Mahood)
contacted other users on a French forum to discuss people’s
experiences with wick materials. He also started doing research
on the latest technologies for new materials. His focus was to
achieve a better performance with a minimal health impact.
After developing a way to wash natural fibres such as cotton,
Florent began to study cellulosic fibres. He started spinning them
in his workshop and discovered great potential to this fantastic
material. The initial feedback from his fellow vapers was so positive that he decided to devote himself entirely to his research.
Fiber Freaks was established in September 2014.
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